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The above quote shows the HUD which runs in first person. I have followed the instructions from the
video tutorial and edited the script file. ... The game runs smoothly but the HUD and inventory do
not show up in the game. ... If I am to remove the quest for Project Nevada then the FBI radio can no
longer be accessed. .esp So far I have the mod loaded, but cannot get the HUD or inventory to show
up. The script that is supposed to provide the extra features is loaded at the end of the.esp file. I
have read and followed every instruction I can find on how to modify the game's script file. I even
reloaded the mod to make sure everything was loaded. I even tried looking at the game source code
to find out how to make the HUD/inventory show up. I still cannot get the HUD and inventory to
show up. I have tried everything that I can think of. ... If I am to remove the quest for Project Nevada
then the FBI radio can no longer be accessed. ... So far I have the mod loaded, but cannot get the
HUD or inventory to show up. The script that is supposed to provide the extra features is loaded at
the end of the.esp file. I have read and followed every instruction I can find on how to modify the
game's script file. I even reloaded the mod to make sure everything was loaded. I even tried looking
at the game source code to find out how to make the HUD/inventory show up. I still cannot get the
HUD and inventory to show up. I have tried everything that I can think of. Hello, For the HUD to
work you need to run Project Nevada HUD Enhancer and the game at the same time. The HUD
Enhancer can then give you the information from the script files. how can i remove the quest for
Project Nevada? ProjectNevada questing is not an available option, you must get that from the files
yourself. the HUD and inventory do not show up in the game. the script that is supposed to provide
the extra features is loaded at the end of the.esp file. I have read and followed every instruction I
can find on how to modify the game's script file. I even reloaded the mod to make sure everything
was loaded. I even tried looking at the game source code to find out how to make the HUD/inventory
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